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ABSTR./

The results of airborne magnetometer surveys

carried out by the Bureau of Mineral Resources in the

Northern Territory are discussed, with special reference

to the Rum Jungle and Brock's Creek areas 9 and tentative

correlation is made between the known geology and the

airborne anomalies, and with ground magnetic results in

those areas where ground surveys followed the airborne

surveys.

Recommendations for further investigations

include an electrical survey around the Waterhouse uranium

prospects, additional ground magnetic surveys in the Rum

Jungle, Brock's Creek, Brodribb and Cosmopolitan Howley

areas, and extension of the airborne magnetometer surveys

to other parts of the Northern Territory.



1. INTRODUCTION

The main mineralised areas in th northern part of
the Northern Territory are Rum Jungle and Lrock's Creek.
Sullivan and Iten (1952) have commented on the general geologi-
cal similarity of these areas. In each, mineralisation of
various types occurs in beds of schists, generally graphitic,
disposed around a central granite mass. Each area has been
covered by aeromagnetic survey and the similarity in the mag-
netic results in the two areas can be described as striking.
The purpose of the present notes is to describe the results in
general, and to suggest certain tentative conclusions, which
may provide a basis for geological investigation, and possibly,
at a later date, for geophysical field work and investigation
by drilling,

2. RUM JUNGLE

In the Rum Jungle area deposits of uranium, copper
and lead minerals occur in beds of graphitic schist around the
southern edge of the Rum Jungle granite mass. Beds containing
weak thorium mineralisation occur to the north of the mass,

The results of the aeromagnetic survey in the Rum
Jungle area are shown on plan G71-92A (Plate 1). The results
show very little magnetic relief, except near the Rum Jungle
Granite. There, very large anomalies are present, caused by
magnetic bodies in the sedimentary rocks, disposed around the
edges of the granite mass. A line of large anomalies, due to
relatively deep-seated bodies, lies along the northern edge of
the granite, bending around the granite at its north-western
extremity and extending south for several miles along the
western edge. Another line of large anomalies, due to shallower
bodies, extends around the southern tip of the granite. Tho
Rum Jungle uranium deposits are close to the southern anomalies.

Another line of anomalies begins about 4 miles east
of the Batchelor Airfield, and extends for several miles in a
general southerly direction into the Hundred of Waterhouse.
Three of the four uranium prospects inspected by the Bureau in
the Waterhouse area lie close to this line of anomalies.

Some of the anomalies have been investigated to some
extent by ground magnetic surveys. Isolated magnetic traverses
were run in connection with the investigation of the four
uranium prospects in the Waterhouse area ,, but the amount of
work done was too small to do more than confirm the existence
of large anomalies and their close proximity to the uranium
prospects, Rather more ground work has been done on the ano-
malies at the southern tip of the Rum Jungle granite close to
Brown's Workings. An area about 1i miles long was covered by
a reconnaissance survey (.Daly, 1953), and a small area was in-
vestigated in detail, using both horizontal and vertical magne-
tometers 9 in order to locate possible drilling sites (Daly,
1957).

The results of ground surveys near Brown's workings
show that the nature of the anomalies is not as simple as
would appear from the airborne results.^The anomalies are
large (up to 6000 gammas), and the profiles of both vertical
and horizontal components are regular in form, and uniform in
shape over the area covered by detailed survey, which is over
1,000 feet long. For this reason, the most natural assumption
Is that the material causing the anomalies is polarised by
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induction in the eirtqs magnetic field. However, in the
area covered by th , detailed survey (Daly, 1957) the vertical
component profiles show two maxima, indicating that two mag-
netic bodies are present.

Detailed suggestions on the interpretation of these
results are discussed by Daly (1957), Briefly, the most natu-
ral interpretation is that the magnetic formation is folded
in a single anticlinal fold at the eastern end of the anomaly.
Further west, folding becomes more complex, and ground magnetic
work has not been sufficiently detailed to enable definite
conclusions to be drawn. It must be remembered, however, that
the general structure of the Rum Jungle embayment area appears
to be synclinal, and the possibility that the magnetic formation
is synclinally folded, although difficult to envisage, cannot
be altogether ruled out. Testing by drilling would be necess-
ary to establish this point. However, it appears safe to
assume that the magnetic body is folded, and that detailed
ground magnetic measurements would be capable of providing a
good deal of information on the nature of the folding.

The rocks causing the magnetic anomalies in the Rum
Jungle area are not known to have any surface expression. The
magnetic formation has been intersected by one diamond drill
hole, to the knowledge of the Bureau and, in view of the exten-
sive exploration programme of Territory Enterprises Pty.Ltd.
in the area west of Brown's Workings, it is possible that other
intersections have been made. The magnetic material is a rock
of basic type mineralised with magnetite and pyrrhotite. It
contains no mineral of economic value, nor is there any reason
to expect that it would. However, the close proximity of the
magnetic anomalies to the known sulphide deposits at Rum Jungle
suggests the possibility that the two types of mineralisation
are connected in some way. The Bureau has no information on
this matter, but it is possible that Territory Enterprises Pty.
Ltd., in the course of their exploration, have accumulated
enough evidence to enable a reasonable theory to be constructed.
If this is so, a wide field for exploration would be opened,
particularly to the north of the Rum Jungle Granite, and, as
will be seen later, near the Cosmopolitan Howley Mine, in both
of which areas the magnetic beds are considerably deeper than
elsewhere.

The work of Allen (1951) and Langron (1956) in the
Rum Jungle area, and of Barlow (1956) near Manton Dam, has
shown that the sulphide deposits in the graphitic schists
around the Rum Jungle granite are readily detected by electri-
cal prospecting methods. Joklik (1953) remarks on the very
close similarity between geological conditions in the Rum
Jungle and Waterhouse areas and, as mentioned earlier, a fur-
ther point of similarity is the presence of magnetic bodies in
both areas. It is considered, therefore, that a geophysical
survey in the Waterhouse area, using electrical methods, would
have a very good chance of discovering deposits of sulphide
minerals which might be of economic value.

3. BROOK'S CREEK AREA

The geology of the Brock's Creek district has been
described by Sullivan and Iten (1952). The results of aero-
magnetic surveys are shown on maps covering the following
1-mile sheets :-
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G 156-2 : Ban Ban (Plate 2)

G 159-2 : Burnside (Plate 3)

G 170-2 : Tipperary (Plate 4)

No ground magnetic work has been done in this area.

The area covered by the surveys is magnetically
featureless in general, except for several major anomalies
disposed around the periphery of the Brock's Creek Granite
in a manner remarkably similar to the disposition of anomalies
surrounding the Rum Jungle Granite. Compared with the Rum
Jungle anomalies, the Brock's Creek anomalies are considerably
smaller in amplitude, suggesting that the magnetic mineralisa-
tion is rather weaker. The association of the known ore bodies
with the magnetic anomalies is not as complete in the Brock's
Creek area. The anomalies consist of :

(i) A ring closely surrounding the Brock's Creek
Granite. The most important mineral deposit
associated with this line is the Mt. Ellison
Copper Mine.

(ii) A line west of (i) closely associated with the
northern portion of the Howley Line of mineral-
isation, as mapped by Sullivan and Iten (1952).

(iii) A group of deeper-seated anomalies, the align-
ment of which is not obvious from the aeromagnetic
results, associated with the Fleur de Lys and
Cosmopolitan Howley Mines and extending south-
easterly to Long Airfield. Although these anoma-
lies are relatively deep-seated, their amplitude
is at least as great as that of the others in
this region, indicating that the formations
which cause them are either larger or more strongly
mineralised than those causing other anomalies.
Other relatively deep-seated features persist to
the southern limit of the area surveyed.

As regards Sullivan and Iten's "Howley Line" (1952),
the northern portion from the railway line through Mt. Paqualin
is closely associated with a rather shallow-seated magnetic
anomaly. South of the railway line, the Bridge Creek, Big
Howley, and Chinese Howley deposits have no magnetic anomaly
near them. The line of anomalies re-commences near the Fleur
de Lys Mine. Other mines, such as Zapopan, have no apparent
association with the anomalies.

Amphibolite is a persistent associate of the mineral
deposits in this area, and Sullivan and Iten (1952) suggest
that it is of importance in connection with the source of the
mineralisation. It has been suggested that the magnetic ano-
malies are due to amphibolite. While it seems very probable
that the anomalies are connected with basic differentiates
related to the Brock's Creek Granite, they cannot be accounted
for by outcropping amphibolites for the following reasons

(i) The anomalies are larger than those generally
caused by amphibolites.

(ii) Close comparison of the magnetic and geological
maps shows that the anomalies are in many places



displaced from the outcropping amphibolite.

(iii) In many places, amphibolite crops out strongly
where there is no magnetic anomaly close to it.
In particular, the disposition of the outcrop-
ping amphibolite between the Cosmopolitan
Howley Mine and Long Airfield is quite unlike
the trend shown by the magnetic anomalies.

(iv) Even where magnetic anomalies coincide in posi-
tion with outcropping amphibolite, it appears
from the contour plans that the anomalies are
due to bodies whose depths vary considerably.

In the absence of further evidence it appears safest
to suppose that the anomalies are due to basic rocks mineral-
ised in a fashion similar to the magnetic formations at Rum
Jungle, though rather less strongly. The possibility should
also be investigated that the anomalies are due to the primary
portions of bodies whose surface expression is to be found in
the extensive development of hematite gossans, described by
Sullivan and Iten. This could be checked by carefully compar-
ing the distribution of outcropping gossans with that of the
magnetic anomalies; the possibility is rather a remote one
however, considering the apparently wide variations in the
depths of the anomalies.

The main interest of the anomalies in this region
lies in the fact that if a well-based association of magnetic
bodies with sulphide mineralisation can be devised in the Rum
Jungle area, it might be applied to provide targets for deep
drilling near the Cosmopolitan Howley Mine. According to
Sullivan and Iten (1952) this mine offers the posibility
providing large tonnages of low grade pyritic gold ore. If
a sufficient basis can be worked out for its exploration at
considerable depth, reserves might be increased sufficiently to
warrant large-scale exploitation.

4. OTHER AREAS 

Although a very considerable area has been aeromag-
netically surveyed in the northern part of the Northern Terri-
tory, no other similar magnetic structures have been found.
Anomalies of relatively small extent are present in the Darwin
- Anson Bay region (Plan G 226-2) (Plate 5), which are appar-
ently due to isolated plug-shaped bodies; otherwise, the area
generally is remarkably free from magnetic anomalies.

The association of such well-marked magnetic
features with the two main mineralised areas of the Katherine-
Darwin region cannot be fortuitous, even though it may not
prove possible to work out the association in sufficient detail
to guide exploration. If it should be found possible to use
the magnetic results as a direct guide in drilling for sulphide
bodies, it must be remembered that such features if any exist,
can be readily detected under the limestone cover south of
Katherine and the capping of the Arnhem Land plateau. In this
connection, an aeromagnetic survey of the Nicholson River area
would be of great interest. If a similar magnetic feature were
found there, there would be a reasonable probability that any
major mineralised zone which may exist under the Arnhem Land
plateau could be detected in this way.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

(i) A geophysical survey us .Lng electrical methods
over an area around the Waterhouse uranium prospects
is an obvious step in the investigation of the min-
eral possibilities of the Rum Jungle area.,

(ii) It appears that the magnetic formations near Brown's
Workings are a useful structural marker, and ground
magnetic surveys provide a good deal of evidence on
the folding of the rocks. This can be extended as a
reasonable probability to the rest of the Rum jungle
and Brock's Creek areas.

(iii) The possibility of using the magnetic formation as
a marker for sulphide mineralisation should be in-
vestigated. In this connection it is recommended
that Territory Enterprises Pty.Ltd be approached
to make available to the Bureau any elf the results
of their exploration programme at Browns that may
bear on this problem.

(iv) If a reasonable solution to (iii) can be envisaged,
the possibility should be considered of applying it
to exploration at depth in the Brodribb area and
around the Cosmopolitan Howley Mine. Such explora-
tion would involve ground magnetic surveys, followed
by deep drilling in favourable areas.

(v) The possibility should be kept in mind of discover-
ing further structures similar to Rum Jungle and
Brook's Creek by aeromagnetic survey in areas of th
Northern Territory covered by later rocks.
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seA 1 F LEGEr,] ==X~LANATOFlY NOTES

G 170-2

fll~hl line spacln4 of One, fifth of. mile. use; in this ,u,,'y, complet,
coverage was not obtslned. Under these crrcumstaflces some anoma.lles
that do eXIst may not hare been detected, A/~o. the source Dr sturces of
any anomaly may ite anywhere Within a radIUS of 100 to 125 yara:: l{ the
position of the aircraft, The heIght of the aircraft was cantre,led by
radIo-altimeter and the POSitIon by radar (Shoran) narfgatlon a'ds.
Although the Bcint/liome!sr 6+a8 flown for the most part at 500 reet
abot's the ground, focal topographical features, e.g, hIlls, w~re crossed at
a lo.",sr hel§nt abote ground !ere/, Such topo~raphlcal features could be
responSIble for some Increase In measured ~adlOactlrlty iJnd In such
cases B correction has been made for Mt:tude

It should be noted that It IS only the fad/oaet.,rlll 0/ the ground
surfil.ce that has been measured because radIation may be completely
screened or substantially reduced In magnitude by a few Inches of SOil,
For thIS reason. arid also because the strength of the anorrafy depends
upon the dIstance between the sClfltfl/ometer end the sourCE, some thlfd
order anomalies may be as slgm{1cant as first order ones No rla/ln IS

made that all or er!l~ any of the anomalies cornspond to uranIUm deDos/ts
of economic importance but It IS poss/bie thill some do. Subsequent
Investlgallon on the ground IS necessary to determllle theIr s/gnlficance
and pOSSible economIc imporlance

The airborne scintl/lGmeter records contlfl~ousty th~ Inlenslty of
gamma. radiation from the ground oru whIch the alrcra~f flies, The
mtenslty over any area IS generally unIform but shows ranaJffl ~arlalJons

abore and below an arerage ralue, AnomalIes are markr::d where the
Increase In Intensity IS SUbstantially greater than the ranelL" 1) rariatlOns.
Anomalies are classIfied as first, aecond and ttllrd In decreii.,sing order of
magnitude. The sources of [he anomalies may range from ~rnal1 areas of
hIgh radloactlY/ly to large areas of lesser actmty Some SOL. Mces of radlo
actirity may not be detect~d because lhe rntensily of ga'" 71a, fadlatlon
from them mar be too low to gIve an anomaly,

~'ome anomalies are sharper and or more restricted length along
thelmea of {lIght than othErs and are marked thus):on chI! map They
8r8 probably due to localIsed sources c'ose to the line ot {flg,t, Similar
sources remote from the fmc of {flgnt would give anomo!. les of lower
fe/atire intenslly.

The Bt'erage Iniensity may cnan~e from area to area a'j where such
B SIgnificant change occurs It IS Ind,c.lted by a symbOl wh rh shows the
msgnitude and dlfeclton of the change

The BClntillometer was flown, where practIcable, at a cc 'I~Carlt lIelgM
of 500 feet above the grol.Hld. At t!:/s heIght It effectlre.r scanned a
strip ot grol.Md 200 to 2jO yards Wide Therefore, at the cle :-5St practical

1st, Order ) An antmaly occurs where the intenSity or radio-
Anoma/! aCllri(r IS consldersbly abore the avera48 Intan·

2nd, Order 81ly of the area In which it occurs. An anomal,
IS graled as 1st. 2nd or 3rtJ order depenrJmg on

Anoma" wheth~r the abo~e difference of IntenSIl! IS Nine,
3rd Order Six 01 Thret times the random rarilftions of

Anomaly mfenaty.

Ancmaly Sharp alor:g L,neor Flight

Intensil] ~ These symDo!s indicate a change Ifl ilrerage
change A Intemlty at radlOact/'(fty In passing (rol" one

area !o anotfler; the 'ihort hachured l/fles pomt
IntMSlty 10 tht area. With the lower 2'ferage intensIty. The
chang~ 8 magr,'(ude of the change IS graded as A, 8 or C

)

deucldlng whether It /3 Nme, SIX or Three lunes
Inttnsdy the fandom lanat,on of I.,tenslty of t/;e art1a
change C With the IGwe~ a"erage Intensl(y
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